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IT WON’T BE EASY
Allison Regina Arkush, M.F.A.
University of Nebraska, 2022

Advisor: Margaret Bohls

Interdisciplinary artist Allison Arkush engages a wide range of materials, modalities,
and research in her practice. In It Won’t Be Easy, Arkush places and piles her multimedia
sculptures throughout the gallery to create installations that overlap with her writing and
poetry, sometimes layering in (or extending out to) audio and video components. This
approach facilitates the probing exploration of prevailing value systems through a flattening
of hierarchies among and between humans, the other-than-human, and the inanimate—
though no less lively. Her work meditates on and ‘vendiagrams’ things forsaken and sacred,
the traumatic and nostalgic. The exhibition title acknowledges that the work can be a
challenge, for the viewer and for the artist. It also speaks of the future, and the in-progress
reality of climate change accelerating. Yet implied here too is hope, in the inclination to
finish the sentence: “It won’t be easy, but…”
The works in It Won’t Be Easy can be understood (i.e. read) similarly to her poems,
handwritten diagrams, annotations, and even the scrawled lists. But instead of words the
arrangements are primarily of physical objects and materials: her more-than-linguistic
language. She both celebrates and frustrate the limits of language. She heavily underlines
passages of Karen Barad, Donna Haraway, Michael Foucault, and Robin Wall Kimmerer’s
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writings: language only represents matter approximately. Their words a comfort (how ironic).
Allison visualizes the borders of language as a murky interspace, both tidal zone and deep
sea. Low-visibility, turbulent, fertile, fecund, gritty yet slippery, muddy. In using language to
describe and examine the internal logic of her practice—figuring and refiguring through
outlines, word webs, poetics, essays, expectations—she seeks to notice, identify, languish and
luxuriate in these areas of tension/dissonance/imperfection. Also noting when(if?) areas that
resist such elisions reveal themselves. Distilled from, or dissolved into, aqueous and frothy
solutions. In this way Allison and the viewer begin to make meaning, question, and speculate
on alternative narratives and notions of progress, with the potential to resonate across
personal, collective, and temporal levels.
There is an underlying, undulating, lexicon of motifs that connect the human and
nonhuman narratives within her work. The individual symbols of this lexicon are germunits,
each representing a single germinated concept/object that has proliferated and taken on new
associations and meanings, deeply rooted in and vining through her practice. Arkush created
the term ‘germunit’ deliberately using words that tie the work to the sciences, and that
establish/imply the germunit’s function as a fundamental building block within her practice.
Like an atom or cell. They coalesce and congest into larger sculptures, Object Ecosystems:
works containing multiple germunits, materials, making processes, ideas, and objects (found,
altered, sculpted, hidden). Mixing materials and more, Object Ecosystems organize, they
branch out, forming tentacular knots and networks of trophic exchange. Each germunit is in
conversation with the Object Ecosystem(s) it inhabits. The Object Ecosystem is in
conversation within its own content and the constellation of other Object Ecosystems in It
Won’t Be Easy. Transitively—epigenetically, even—germunits are all in connected
conversation with one another; networks of webs of infinite combinations and trains of
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query. Not all yield compelling results/relationships, not right now at least. So those fade
back into the neuronal network, looking like the aroura borealis in movement. The fore
shifts and subducts, evolving. Thready mycology grows and brings formerly faded strands to
the surface. Each encoded like DNA (or hyperlinks), with its history, its present, and its
potentials. In these circuitous constellations there’s no such thing as compartmentalizing.
Manifestations of decay and growth, of wasted and spent, of strange and familiar, all overlap.
Arrangements become portals of and through temporality, flickering like lantern light or a
cephalopod’s chromatophores.
______
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II.
LEXICON

Allison’s Almanac
I. Germunits (iconography, main pictorial symbols)
➢ Egg Case/Egg Sack (of skates and oviparous sharks)
▪ Mother Goddess, Mother Earth, motherhood, fertility, birth, life/death cycles,
oceans, more-than-human, embryonic, latent, shorelines, intertidal zones,
alien(abject), idol, relic.
▪ After the small shark or skate hatches the egg cases wash ashore and dry out
alongside the kelp and seaweed. Beach combing kids call them Mermaid's Purses.
Sometimes Allison calls them Egg Sacks. The scientific name is Chondrichthyes.
➢ Seed Pods (most prominently milkweed), Seed Distribution
▪ Egg Case of the Prairie, germination, spreading seed, land, growth, overgrowth,
interconnectedness of species/plants/insects/animals/fungi, prairie biome
➢ Squiggle/Scribble
▪ The Squiggle Stage, outburst of intense feeling, panic attack, disruption,
Madness, freedom, Sam.
▪ Scribbles are the go-to drawing technique of young children and the
developmentally disabled, a phenomenon I had often observed. Vicktor
Lowenfeld suggests there are six stages of artistic development that children go
through, the first of which he calls the Scribble Stages. This “motor activity
utilizing large muscles with movement from shoulder” is characteristic of two to
three-year-olds, before one attempts to represent any sort of figure.1 In a Jungian
sense the scribble is an archetype, it’s the innate drawing motion we are born to.
➢ Picket Fence (+fences in general)
▪ Borders, boundaries, isolation, home, suburbia, gilded cage, familiar, facade,
fitting in, keeping out, back yard, personal space, privacy, the personal is political
▪ Different fences associated with their typical localities. Varies somewhat from
person to person
➢ Paper Chain Festoon (+other festoons and bunting)
▪ Making Special,2 make-believe, play, pretend, artistic/therapeutic playspace,3
celebrated, sacred, Octopus Egg Festoons4. Allison often combines/offsets her
festooning with themes of abjection and proliferation but that is not necessarily
inherent to them. Also fabric flag bunting, zip-tie chains,
➢ Notebook Paper (+binders, spiral notebooks, folders, and the like)

Vicktor Lowenfeld Creative and Mental Growth (1987)
Ellen Dissanayake, “Chapter 4 ‘Making Special’: Towards a Behavior of Art.” What Is Art For? (2015)
3 Johnson, D.R. “On the therapeutic action of the creative arts therapies: The
psychodynamic model” The Arts in Psychotherapy (1998)
4 Octonation.com -see bibliography
1
2
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▪

School, homework, academic pressures, academic pleasures, conventions,
systems, borders, margins, academia, elementary school, office supply
collecting/coveting.
➢ Rainbow Pencil
▪ Childhood, nostalgia, prism refracting light. Often paired with Scribble.
➢ Other important pictorial symbols:
▪ Mud
▪ Oval Portal
▪ Candle burning at both ends (double-ended candle)
▪ Washtubs
▪ Copper
II. Themes / Theory / Concepts / Concerns
➢ Post-Structuralism
➢ Linguistics
➢ Water (from the symbolic to the biology to the thing itself and farther)
➢ Posthumanism
➢ Vital Materialism5
➢ Discard Studies
➢ Psych➢ Disability
➢ Anthropologic
➢ Abjection6
➢ Agential Realism, Diffraction7
➢ Ecosystems
➢ The Unconscious
➢ Madness
➢ Nostalgia
➢ Childhood
➢ Latency
➢ Human Caused Climate Disaster
➢ Sanctity and Mythology/Mythos
➢ Material Culture
➢ Narrative
➢ Archaeology/archaeological
➢ Motherhood and Matriarchy
➢ Tentacular connections8
➢ New Materialism
➢ Feminist Queer Theory9
➢ Ontology
➢ Ecology10
5Jane

Bennett Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things (2009)
Kristeva Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection (1980)
7Karen Barad Posthumanist Performativity: Toward an Understanding of How Matter Comes to Matter (2003)
8Donna Haraway Staying with the Trouble, Making Kin in the Chthulucene (2016)
9Jack Halberstam The Queer Art of Failure (2011)
10Robin Wall Kimmerer Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge, and the Teachings of Plants (2015)
6Julia
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➢ Freud and Jung
➢ Play+Art+Ritual, Making Special11
➢ Art Therapy12
➢ Borders/Boundaries/In-Betweens
➢ The Therapeutic Playspace13
➢ Vernacular
➢ Nonverbal Communications
➢ Flattening (false) Hierarchies
➢ Discursion and Discursiveness
➢ Closed System/Open System/‘Balanced’ System
➢ Self-Fulfilling/Self Determined/Self Sabotage/Self Feeding
➢ Cycles of birth-life-death-decay-regenerate-transform
➢ Ritual
➢ Collective Unconscious
➢ Archetypes, Archetypal
➢ The Uncanny
III. Mobilizations of Themes/Theory/Concerns/Concepts
➢ Orcas
➢ Shipwreck
➢ Asylum
➢ Coral
➢ Proliferation/Overgrowth (esp vines, plants and algae, barnacles, mold/grime/dust
etc.)
➢ Germination (sprout, spawn, take root)
➢ Tidepools (and the Intertidal Zone)
➢ The deep sea
➢ Bogs (as portals)
➢ Votive Objects
➢ Fractals
➢ Fungi
➢ Octopuses
➢ Sea Monkeys
➢ Mindmaps
➢ Prairie (ecosystem and history)
➢ AAC devices (Augmentative and Alternative Communication)
➢ ‘Bottle Tree’ (from intersection of Mulholland and Coldwater Canon)
➢ Vessels, The Pot
➢ The Dust Bowl
➢ Entropy
➢ Institutional furniture
➢ Chalkboard
➢ Tension and Simultaneity
11Ellen

Dissanayake “Chapter 4 ‘Making Special’: Towards a Behavior of Art.” What Is Art For? (2015)
Kramer Art as Therapy with Children (2nd ed 1993)
13Johnson, D.R. “On the therapeutic action of the creative arts therapies: The
psychodynamic model” The Arts in Psychotherapy (1998)
12Edith
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➢ Diptychs and Triptychs
➢ American Witch-Hazel Tree (Hamamelis Virginiana, yellow blooms in late fall)
➢ Bindings/Bondage/Restraints etc.
➢ Notions of “Waste” and “Excess”
IV. Artistic Devices / Modalities / Media
➢ Materials and Materiality
➢ Technique and Process
➢ Color
➢ Written Language (handwritten, typed, and/or printed)
➢ Audio
➢ Video
➢ Lighting and Shadows
➢ Dissonance, Tension, Balance
➢ Layering and Translucency
➢ Auxiliary Content (i.e. this almanac, links, references etc.)
➢ Composition, Arrangement (within a single piece and within an installation space)
➢ Time and Pacing
➢ Interspecies Collaboration (i.e. potato plant, sea monkeys--aka Bio Art)
➢ Narrative Associations
➢ Collage/Assemblage/Montage
➢ Tactility and Texture
➢ Found Objects (their inherent nature/history/condition, and as material objects that
can be physically engaged/altered/deconstructed/added to)
➢ Setting/Location/Context/Distance
➢ Mimesis
➢ Kinetics
➢ Interactive Devices/Invitations to Participate
➢ Immersive Experiences and Installations
➢ Worldbuilding
______
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III.
POEM

This poem has become audio to “Alters Video, with Octopus Mother” (view on page 15) and could be heard
aloud in the exhibition as the video played. As seen in the images on page 22, the video and a print of the
text were installed alongside one another in the gallery, next to the pair of alters.

WIP: Well, It’s Progress
What do we do when it feels like we can’t do anything?
What about on Groundhog Day?
Some of us dwell
In the night
Our parallel universe
Ships passing nocturnal submarines
Blindly
Dancing around our separate fires on flickering hilltops.
Where do I even start?
I don’t didn’t want to reflect on this semester.
I wanted to take the good ideas
And run.
Run away with them, so I might
Continue to find my own
“Ceremonies of Practical Reverence.” 14
And wonder what it would really be like to howl at the moon.
I think you’d be ‘crazy’ if all this didn’t make you want to scream.

Kimmerer, Robin Wall. Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge, and the Teachings of Plants.
Penguin Books, 2015.
Capitalization by me, not Kimmerer.
14
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But we make art instead.15
I suppose that’s why there’s always more writing on the bad days.
Why so many great artists die by suicide, retroactively diagnosed,
Scribbling their life (or their madness) away at 3am.
Causation and/or correlation. Chicken and/or egg.
Art Therapy begotten by the Industrial Revolution
And trauma.
Foggy brained I thwart my own attempts
To dismiss it all as merely Ironic.
I miss the earth and the cattails I’ve never known.
So alienated from the things that mattered most. Don’t ask me what those
things are (I just know we aren’t cut out for this).
So I will make these votive objects
Shrines, totems, relics, idols, icons,
To/from a society I’ve never known
Except by way of my Unconscious 16.
Uncanny as the Sandman and
Proprioception of a lost limb.
Or the gaze of an orca whale.
Are these totems my own or
My make-believe society’s
Plea for Jungian individuation?

Thinking about Outsider Art…thinking back to studying Prinzhorn, Lowenfeld, Foucault, and others while
at NYU.
Hans Prinzhorn, Artistry of the Mentally Ill, 1922, edition translated by Eric von Brockdorff,
1972.
Lowenfeld, Viktor, and W. Lambert. Brittain. Creative and Mental Growth. 1987.
Michel Foucault, Madness and Civilization, 1965, edition translated by Richard Howard,
1965.
16 Thinking about “Chapter 4 ‘Making Special’: Towards a Behavior of Art.” What Is Art For?, by Ellen
Dissanayake, University of Washington Press, 2015, pp. 74–106.
And Dawes, Kwame Senu Neville, et al. “Art Feeds on Art.” Bruised Totems: Poems Based on the Bareiss Family
Collection of African Art, Parallel Press, 2004, pp. 5–7.
15
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Autobiography, science fiction or day dream?
How do I translate my research into tangible objects?
How do we materialize our devotions?17
Societies are shaped, to varying degrees (and circumstances) by their beliefs
and values.
For better or worse, into culture and behavior.
I’m not sure if the artifacts I’m making come from the past or the future.
It’s all the same in the cadence of an ouroboros.
Meanwhile the homopolar motor
converts batteries into
Memento mori.
And did you know a candle can become a timer
If you embed it with strategically placed nails.
Hail Queen Copper
Cuprum twenty-nine
Lady Luck is a pretty penny
Lady Liberty’s green oxide skin.
She’s malleable and ductile,
Conductive and contraceptive.
Only humans, some primates, four species of bats, one species of mouse and
one of shrew
Spontaneously get ready for an egg/embryo
Without provocation, and without the ability to reabsorb the thickened lining
We must shed it
Menstrually with the moon18 and the Mother Goddess.19
My phone autocorrected ‘menstrual’ to ‘men steal’
Wright, Barton. Hopi Material Culture: Artifacts Gathered by H.R. Voth in the Fred Harvey Collection. Northland
Press, 1979.
18 This Podcast Will Kill You, episode on birth control (ep60. Oct 2020).
19Gimbutas, Marija. The Civilization of the Goddess: The World of Old Europe. HarperCollins, 1993.
17
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And somewhere I heard that women built Waterloo Bridge.
Coitus interruptus or wool soaked in pomegranate juice. What would
Persephone have said?
Abortion ceremony to come,
As a ritual of reciprocal gratitude.
Upon menarche they begin making their own set of beads
one for each day of their cycle.
A right of passage, a rosary, and calendar.
The Locust Plague of 1875 left
Just the pits
Hanging on barkless trees.
They especially loved onions.
But they’d eat a horse’s old harness,
Seasoned to taste
by salt distilled from sweat and hard work (they’d eat bootstraps if the boots
were leather and not political bullshit).
Their approach smelled of alliums.
Then the swarm passed
And passed
And passed for five days (1800 miles long and 110 wide).
The next harvest would not be of oats,
But eggs, laid and buried, by the Rocky Mountain Locust.
To be dug up and burned in bonfires
Exorcised to extinction.
______
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IV.
IMAGES and VIDEO

Exhibition ‘promo’ cards
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Alters Video, with Octopus Mother

“Mama octopus will expel each egg, one by one out of her funnel (or siphon). Then, using suckers
near her beak, she painstakingly braids the eggs together into long chains of eggs
called festoons…Mothers meticulously clean and waft currents of water over their eggs so they get a
constant supply of fresh, oxygenated water…Octopus are semelparous, which means they only
reproduce once. This comes at the end of their relatively short lifespan that on average lasts 3-5
years…Once a female octopus settles down to care for her eggs, she stops eating. Having exhausted
all her energy making sure her babies are well cared for until they hatch, the octopus mother dies.
This process is called senescence.”20

Quoted from https://octonation.com/how-do-octopus-give-birth/, where I first encountered
Mother Octopus and her festoons of eggs. I recommend the entire article, written by Corinne Klein.
Thank you to Laura James! For letting me include her mesmerizing underwater footage of an
octopus caring for her egg festoons. And to Warren at Octonation.com.
20
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For version with playable
videos please download the
larger file:
Arkush-2022_HighRes+Vid.pdf
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please contact Allison Arkush.
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